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Abstract. The HD-Automata Laboratory (HAL) [1] is an integrated tool
set for the specification, verification and analysis of concurrent and
distributed systems. The core of HAL are the HD-automata: they are used as
a common format for the various history-dependent languages. The HAL
environment includes modules which implement decision procedures to
calculate behavioral equivalences, and modules which support verification of
behavioral properties expressed as formulae of suitable temporal logics. At
this moment HAL works only with concurrent and distributed systems
expressed by π-calculus formalism. The HAL environment allows π-calculus
agents to be translated into ordinary automata, so that existing equivalence
checkers can be used to calculate whether the π-calculus are bisimilar. The
environment also supports verification of logical formulae expressing desired
properties of the behavior of π-calculus agents.
In this paper the online version of the toolkit is shown.
Keywords: Formal method, History Dependant Automata, Pi Calculus,
Software/Program Verification
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Introduction
HD-automata have been introduced in [33], with the name of π-automata, as a
convenient structure to describe in a compact way the operational behaviours of
π-calculus agents. HD-automata have been further generalized to deal with name
passing process calculi, process calculi equipped with location, causality and Petri
Nets [37, 34, 35].
Due to the mechanism of input, the ordinary operational semantics of the πcalculus requires an inﬁnite number of states also for very simple agents. The
creation of a new name gives rise to an inﬁnite set of transitions: one for each
choice of the new name. To handle this problems in HD-automata names appear
explicitly in states, transitions and labels. Indeed, it is convenient to assume that
the names which appear in a state, a transition or a label of a HD-automaton are
local names and do not have a global identity. In this way, for instance, a single
state of the HD-automaton can be used to represent all the states of a system that
diﬀer just for a bijective renaming.
The theory of HD-automata ensures that they provides a ﬁnite state faithful
semantical representation of the behaviour of π-calculus agents. Indeed, it is
possible to extract from the HD-automaton of a π-calculus agent its ordinary early
operational semantics. This is done by a simple algorithm (basically visiting the
HD-automaton) which maintains the global meaning of the local names of the
reached states.
Clearly, we have a transition for all the possible choices of the fresh names. In
other words, this procedure yields an inﬁnite state automaton. To obtain a ﬁnite
state automaton it suﬃces to take as fresh name the ﬁrst name which has been not
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already used. In this way, a ﬁnite state automaton is obtained from each ﬁnite
HD-automaton.
To deﬁne an automatic veriﬁcation procedure to model check whether or not a
π-logic formula holds for a π-calculus speciﬁcation. it is possible to derive an
ordinary automaton for ﬁnitary π-calculus. Hence, if we were able to translate
formulae of the π-logic into “ordinary” logic formulae, it should be possible to
use existing model checking algorithms to check the satisﬁability of “ordinary”
logic formulae over ordinary automata. This translation is possible using Actl
[16], for which an eﬃcient model checker has been implemented [19] and for
which a sound translation exists.
The HAL toolkit provides facilities to deal with π-calculus speciﬁcation by
exploiting HD-automata. In the following, the HAL-online toolkit architecture
and functions are shown and briefly explained.

System Overview
In Fig. 1 the HAL-online starting Web page is shown. This page provides
useful links pointing to essential references for π-calculus based model checking
and leads to the TOOLs page (Fig. 2).
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Figura 1 - HAL-online starting page: http://fmt.isti.cnr.it:8080/hal

HAL has been developed exploiting Zope [56], an open source web and
application server that allows dynamic server pages generation and interaction
with the server le system through the highly compatible Python platform. Starting
from the HAL-online start page, the user can upload browsing the local system
or by means of a cut-and-paste from plain text files.
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Figura 2 - HAL-online TOOLs page: http://fmt.isti.cnr.it:8080/hal/bin/HALOnLine

In Fig. 2 the HAL-online TOOLs page
http://fmt.isti.cnr.it:8080/hal/bin/HALOnLine
is shown. The ability to browse among local is usually delegated to common
web clients. The ability to retrieve the from the client system, and visualize it, is
realized taking advantage of simple DTML code calling the Zope built-in read
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function. HAL-online exploits simple javascript and further DTML [56] code to
open the output window and to control that any request is denitely sent in the
correct form.
The goal of the HAL toolkit is to verify properties of mobile systems speciﬁed
in the π-calculus.

Figura 3 - HAL-online architecture overview

In Fig. 3 The HAL-online internal architecture is shown.
Exploiting HAL facilities, π-calculus speciﬁcations are translated ﬁrst into HDautomata and then in ordinary automata. Hence, the bisimulation checking
performed by the AMC module can be used to verify (strong and weak)
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bisimilarity. Automata minimization, according to weak bisimulation is also
possible.
HAL supports veriﬁcation of logical formulae expressing properties of the
behaviour of π-calculus speciﬁcations.
The Actl model checker can be used for verifying properties of π-calculus
speciﬁcations, after that the π-logic formulae expressing the properties have been
translated into Actl formulae.
Notice that the complexity of the model checking algorithm depends on the
construction of the state space of the π-calculus agent to be veriﬁed,which is, in
the worst case, exponential in the syntactic size of the agent.
In the current implementation the HAL-online environment consists essentially
of five modules: three modules perform the translations from π-calculus agents to
HD-automata (pi-to-hd), from HD-automata to ordinary automata after hd
reduction, (hd-reduce and hd-to-aut) and from π-logic formulae to ordinary
ACTL formulae (pl-to-actl).
The fifth module works at the level of ordinary automata and performs the
standard operations on them like behavioral verification and model checking.
Latest function is represented by a tiny module called “trace”, developed adhoc by Franco Mazzanti, that exports the textual formal description of automata
(both HD and LTS) in the drawable “dot” [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] format allowing
a visual representation by means of a gif image.
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Online User Interface
The upper part of the HAL-online user interface (Fig. 4) allows to specify the
π-automaton and the π-formula by hand (or to choose among four presets).
The default formula presets are briefly explained too (“?” buttons).

Figura 4 - HAL-online inputs boxes

The function button panel perform several functions of transformation and
visualization on automata and formulas.
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Figura 5 - HAL-online control buttons set

The “HD Automata” buttons column allows a π-calculus agent to be
transformed into a HD-automaton and to view the resulting automaton in both the
textual formats fc2 and dot and graphically as gif image.
The “LTS Automata” buttons column allows a HD agent to be transformed
into a LTS automaton (i.e. an ordinary automaton) and to view the resulting
automaton in both the textual formats fc2 and dot and graphically as gif image.
The “ACTL Formula” column button “View Actl” allows a π-logic formula to
be translated into an ordinary ACTL one and visualizes it in text format in the
related result pop-up window.
The “Model Checking” column “Check” button allows to verify the
equivalence of the ordinary automata corresponding to the generated HD
automata from the π-calculus agents specified in the input text box by means of
the related choosen formula.
Several optimizations have been implemented. These optimizations reduce the
state space of HD-automata, thus allowing a more eﬃcient generation of the
ordinary automata associated with π-calculus agents. An example of optimization
is given by the reduction of tau chains (that are unbranched sequences of tau
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transitions) to simple tau transitions (option Reduce). Another optimization
consists of the introduction of constant declarations. Constant names are names
that cannot be used as objects of input or output actions (for instance, names that
represent

stationary

communication

topologies,

namely

communication

topologies which cannot be modiﬁed when computations progress). Since
constant names are not consider as possible input values, the branching structure
of input transitions is reduced. The semantic handling of constants is presented in
[38]. Constants have to be declared in the π-calculus speciﬁcations.
Summarizing schematically, the available actions we can perform are:

Model Checking
o Button “Check”: automatically checks the π-automaton against
the π-formula performing silently all the transformations,
translations, unfolding and reductions actions needed exploiting as
final step the AMC model checker. An Example of the output is
shown in Fig. 6.
HD Automata
o Button “View HD (FC2)”: shows the HD automaton in the
textual fc2 formalism. An Example of the output is shown in Fig.
7.
o Button “View HD (dot)”: shows the formula in the textual dot
formalism. An Example of the output is shown in Fig. 8.
o Button “Draw HD”: draws the HD automata exploiting the dot
format and the “trace” tool. An Example of the output is shown in
Fig. 9.
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LTS Automata
o Button “View LTS (FC2)”: shows the LTS automaton in the
textual fc2 formalism. An Example of the output is shown in Fig.
11.
o Button “View LTS (dot)”: shows the LTS automaton in the
textual dot formalism. An Example of the output is shown in Fig.
12.
o Button “Draw LTS”: draws the HD automata exploiting the dot
format and the “trace” tool . An Example of the output is shown
in Fig. 13.
ACTL Formulae
o Button “View ACTL”: shows the ACTL formula translated
starting from the pi-formula input text-box. An Example of the
output is shown in Fig. 10.

Thus, any action is the result of chained commands/programs and script
execution that usually give a feedback on the successfully or not execution itself,
a view on the internal actions log is provided for any action. An Example of the
output log for an action “Check” is shown in Fig. 11.
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Figura 6 – Example of HAL-online "Check" output
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Figura 7 - Example of HAL-online "View HD (fc2)" output
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Figura 8 - Example of HAL-online "View HD (dot)" output
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Figura 9 - Example of HAL-online "Draw HD" output

Figura 10 - Example of HAL-online "View ACTL" output
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Figura 11 - Example of HAL-online "View LTS (fc2)" output
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Figura 12 - Example of HAL-online "View LTS (dot)" output
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Figura 13 - Example of HAL-online "Draw LTS" output
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Figura 14 - Example of HAL-online output LOG for the action “Check”
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Appendix A: Grammars
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